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Introduction  
WestEd was contracted to conduct interviews with different groups of MassONE stakeholders and users 
in the Fall of 2010. This report presents findings based on interviews with several groups of MassONE 
stakeholders and users, as well as interviews with three individuals working with web-based systems in 
other states. Finally, this report also includes a brief overview of the features of other states’ portals. 

The purpose of the evaluation is to provide information to help define the “future direction of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ investment in online collaboration and learning tools for public 
school educators and students” (Request for Response, p. 1). It does so by reporting on interviews with 
different groups of users and non-users of the MassOne system, by developing “use cases,” and by 
conducting a systematic search of the learning technology portals in other states. The findings and use 
cases from this evaluation of the non-technical component of MassONE will also serve to inform the 
evaluation of the technical component of MassONE, expected to begin in early 2011. 

Data and Methods 
WestEd received a list of potential interviewees from the Instructional Technology Director at the 
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, including MassONE stakeholders 
from the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE), users and former 
users and MassONE administrators. For each group (stakeholder, type of user and non-users), WestEd 
evaluators developed a list of interview questions based on topics of interest identified in the original 
Request for Response issued by the ESE and from conversations with staff in the Department of 
Instructional Technology. The questions were reviewed and edited by Instructional Technology staff. 
WestEd reached out via email and telephone to the individuals on the list of potential interviewees to 
invite them to participate in telephone interviews. Not all individuals could be reached and interviews 
were not conducted with all individuals identified as stakeholders, users, and non-users.  

The different groups of stakeholders, users, and non-users interviewed include: 

• Massachusetts ESE Leadership (six interviews), 
• Teachers and others who use MassONE for professional development (nine interviews), 
• Teachers who use MassONE Moodle for professional development (four who used Moodle 

exclusively plus others who used both MassONE and MassONE Moodle), 
• Teachers who use MassONE with students (nine interviews), 
• Teachers who formerly used MassONE with students (five interviews), 
• Individuals who develop content or professional development for use on MassONE and/or 

Moodle (three interviews), 
• District MassONE administrators and other district technology leaders (six interviews), 
• Directors of instructional technology in other states (three interviews), and  
• A focus group with students who use MassONE at one high school was conducted (nine students 

participated). 

Limitations 
This evaluation was not designed to be statistically representative of all groups of stakeholders, users 
and non-users. Rather, the goal was to talk to as many different types of stakeholders, users, and non-
users as possible in a short time frame in order to get many different perspectives. There were many 
different types of user groups and stakeholder groups, and thus the number of individuals interviewed 
in each group was small, ranging from only three Instructional Technology staff from other states to 
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over ten teacher users. It is important not to take the findings presented here as definitive, but as 
suggestive. 

Organization of This Report 
This report is organized as follows: 

• The findings from the interviews with different stakeholders and users are presented first, 
beginning with ESE stakeholders, teachers who use MassONE with students, other educators 
who use MassONE or MassONE Moodle for professional development, and professional 
development providers and facilitators.  

• A summary of a focus group held with students from one high school who have used MassONE 
is presented next.  

• A summary of challenges and desired features across different types of interviewees follows. 
• Use cases of desired and current functionality follows the summary of challenges and desired 

features. 
• Data from the interviews with educational technology staff from other states is presented. 
• The report concludes with reflections and recommendation for the ESE.  

Findings  

ESE Stakeholders 
Staff at the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE) were interviewed 
to get their impressions of and use of the system, as well as their vision for the future of MassONE or 
similar platforms for the state. This group identified the need for some kind of virtual instructional portal 
for use with students and as a community of educators, for example, to share curriculum resources and 
material. Most of the interviewees do not personally use MassONE, but are familiar with it and aware 
that the state has committed significant funds to supporting virtual instruction and resources in the 
state’s winning Race to the Top application. This group reports using Sharepoint for collaboration within 
the department rather than MassONE. This group is aware that MassONE is used in the field for both 
professional development purposes and with students, that it is frequently used as a virtual hard drive, 
and that it provides access to resources such as Teachers Domain. They also recognize that funding and 
resources have been “hugely limiting” in keeping MassONE current. It was noted that the former 
Commissioner envisioned MassONE playing a more important role in the state’s education community 
than it currently plays. Others remember the initial rollout of MassONE as being problematic with 
technical difficulties and reported that this experience led some to be skeptical of the state’s ability or 
role in supporting educational technology at the statewide level. Others also report that they have seen 
and heard of improvements to the system and its reliability over time. Several stakeholders see 
MassONE, or something like it, playing a larger role in the state over time as a result of Race to the Top. 
Stakeholders mentioned increasing the use of virtual professional development for teachers and online 
courses for students, especially to access courses that may not be available in their school. One 
stakeholder’s view of technology’s role in education is: 

“Technology is a facilitator of communication, it provides access to resources. It has a largely 
unrealized potential. I do think as a state, we need to be active in promoting the use of 
technology to provide teachers and students with support, resources, curriculum materials, and 
a learning environment that allows them to both customize instruction and support it.” 
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Another stakeholder emphasized the role that technology will continue to play in educational policy and 
practice in the state: 

“Certainly with Race to the Top we’re planning to develop a lot of professional development on 
line … we see it serving a much larger role in the provision of professional development.  Then if 
you look at what’s happening in the schools; high schools; students taking online courses … not 
sure how much they’re using MassONE … Now new legislation – innovation schools – can be 
virtual – so this whole idea of virtual learning is just growing … so the extent to which MassONE 
is vital to our moving in that direction …it obviously needs to be considered the extent to which 
it will play a role.” 

Teachers who Use MassONE With Students 
WestEd interviewed nine teachers who use MassONE with students. The teachers interviewed include 
core content teachers, such as those who teach English, math, or science, as well as instructional 
technology teachers who teach students and also support other teachers in their use of technology with 
students. Some of these teachers also served as the MassONE administrator for their districts and were 
responsible for rostering students into MassONE and into classes. The teachers interviewed were from 
around the state including urban, suburban and more rural areas. The teachers included those who use 
MassONE frequently, such as a weekly, to more infrequent users who might use it for one or two units a 
year.  

Teachers candidly shared their use of MassONE, including what they liked and what they did not. 
Overall, teachers liked that MassONE has a variety of tools “all in one place.” They report the fact that it 
is reliable and a secure environment as two draws of the system. Another draw for using MassONE was 
to provide high school students with a “college like experience,” because as several teachers noted, 
colleges often do hybrid courses, with face-to-face and online components. Finally, teachers noted that 
MassONE is an opportunity to have students extend their learning experiences beyond the classroom. 
Teachers do not routinely use MassONE for preparing lesson plans beyond using the site to access the 
state standards.  

Common uses 
The teachers we interviewed who used MassONE with their students primarily used three tools: 

• Drop Box 
The drop box is one of the most common uses of MassONE reported in our interview with 
teachers. Teachers like being able to have their students complete their work and submit it 
electronically. This allows teachers to access papers to grade or give feedback electronically. 
Teachers report marking up and using track changes in Microsoft Word rather than giving 
students handwritten feedback. They can then keep a record of student work and their own 
feedback. The drop box also facilitates teachers grading certain kinds of assignments which 
would be difficult to do on paper. An example of this type of assignment was given by a teacher 
who has students create Microsoft Excel databases. Looking at the electronic file permits the 
teacher to look at such things as equations and formulas used.  Teacher comments about the 
use of the drop box are provided below: 
 
“I have students use the homework drop box to submit completed computer files. It’s the only 
avenue for that.” 
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“The VHD and the drop box are really the sell for us. For those that are die hard, we can’t do 
without it. We don’t want kids emailing us assignments.” 
 

• My Folder 
The use of the My Folder was one of the most frequently mentioned uses of MassONE with 
students. The primary purpose is to allow students to access their work between locations, such 
as home and school. Several teachers mentioned that students may not have computers at 
home, but may access their saved work in a library. Teachers also mentioned the benefit to 
students of being able to begin their work, such as a paper or project, in one location and 
continuing work at another. Teachers sometimes require the use of MassONE or they may 
present it as an option. The My Folder tool was also described as helping in the editing and 
revision process, allowing students to edit papers without having to constantly rewrite large 
sections. MassONE also eliminated the use of thumb or USB drives, which can be misplaced or 
carry viruses. No problems were reported with the use of the My Folder. Some quotations from 
the interviews give context to the use of the My Folder tool: 
 
“…often teachers want students to be able to save their work and recall it at home using 
MassONE.” 
 
“English is one of the bigger users, students use it to their save work…” 
 
“As a teacher, I seldom use it –except for students to use it to hold their work in progress.” 

 
• Forums and discussions 

The next most frequent use of MassONE with students mentioned by teachers was the use of 
the forums or discussion tool. This is the tool that allows students in a class to have discussion 
threads. These may be started by a teacher or a student. Teachers sometimes make 
participation in the online discussion a requirement for the course. One teacher, for example, 
described requiring students to respond or make 2-3 comments on a discussion forum per week 
and changing the topic weekly. In this use, the discussion forum may relate directly to the topic 
being studied or it may be used to extend thinking about the topic. An example of this would be 
an English teacher, who is reading Beowulf with his/her class, will post weekly questions that 
students can discuss in the forum. A sample question would be, “You’ve now read a significant 
portion of Beowulf, you are asked to describe it to a friend. What are the characteristics of it 
that leap out to you beyond the main events?” An example of how the discussion can be used to 
get students to extend their learning is in a unit on plants.  A teacher would ask his/her students 
to discuss plants they see around where they live. Some teachers mentioned that the MassONE 
discussion forum is a little outdated because it is limited to text postings. They would like to be 
able to post images or sound files, for example. Some teacher comments about the use of 
forums show both its positive aspects and some challenges: 
 
“Discussions are a wieldy beast to manage. There is a lot of material. It’s a lot of quantity in 
terms of input. It needs to be monitored by the teacher.” 
 
“Our [district] platform doesn’t do forums or discussions. So that’s the hook for us with 
MassONE.” 
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“I use it almost exclusively for one function, the online discussion forum….I post a question for 
students to consider that relates directly or indirectly to what we are studying in class.…usually 
higher order thinking questions to extend their thinking on something.” 

Challenges  
The primary challenge reported by teachers, especially those who also serve as the MassONE 
administrator in their district, has to do with rostering the students into workgroups. Indeed, rostering 
was mentioned as the most burdensome part of using MassONE and the part that can discourage many 
users.  A related challenge or complaint is the use of the workgroups. Teachers reported wanting to 
access workgroups more easily, perhaps via icons or on the left side of the screen. These two aspects 
lead some to identify MassONE as not user friendly and as a deterrent to its use.   

Several teachers also reported that the MassONE interface is a little dated and not as interactive as 
other sites, such as social networking sites. Another challenge or roadblock that teachers mentioned in 
terms of using MassONE with students is the requirement that forums for each workgroup must initially 
be set up by the MassONE Helpdesk at the ESE. Finally, another commonly mentioned dislike of 
MassONE was that the teachers have little control over certain functions, such as the discussion forums, 
in their workgroups. 

“The owner of the workgroup should have more control over the workgroup….the owner of the 
workgroup should be able to take down or edit discussions, for example.” 

“Rostering is a nightmare…we have so many schools, there might be several high schools a 
student can go to. I have to enroll each student by hand one at a time. It took me three days. It’s 
not easy.”  

“Creating new workgroups can be a challenge.” 

Suggestions for improvement 
Teachers shared some ideas for improving MassONE or for different features to add to MassONE that 
would potentially enhance teachers’ use of MassONE with students. Several teachers report using 
different programs or platforms for different things. For example, one might use MassONE for the VHD 
and drop box, but wikispaces for the discussion. Some of the ideas that teachers shared included: 

• Allowing emails to be sent within the system, so that teachers can communicate with an 
individual student, for example about a discussion posting, or to send a file back to a student. 

• Facilitate the rostering of students and class lists, perhaps through a URL with a log in required. 
• Allow different types of posting to the discussion forums, such as audio files or video/picture 

files. 
• Allow the owner of the workgroup more control over the workgroup. 
• Update the look of the interface to be more modern. 
• Allow easier access to the class site or portion of MassONE. 

“For teachers with students, if they could get a course, and not have workgroups, just have the kids 
go right to the course, with a URL and login. Seeing all the different workgroups is confusing.” 

Other platforms and tools  
Most of the teachers interviewed also used other Internet based tools with students or to prepare for 
their teaching. Teachers reported using the following tools or platforms: 
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• Wikispaces 
• NING 
• Gradebook Wizard 
• Moodle 
• Glogster 
• Google Apps 

Educators Using MassONE for Professional Development 
Other users interviewed as part of this evaluation were teachers and other educators who have used 
MassONE or MassONE Moodle for professional development purposes. These users included teachers 
and staff at schools and districts as well as some staff at the Massachusetts Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education. Most of the individuals interviewed primarily used the main MassONE 
interface, but several had used MassONE Moodle1 exclusively, and several others had used both 
MassONE and MassONE Moodle.  

The users of MassONE or MassONE Moodle for professional development each used it for blended or 
hybrid courses that include both in-person and online components. The primary online components 
used were the discussion forums, the drop box, and file sharing within workgroups. This group of users 
was also more likely than teachers who use MassONE with students to use the survey tool, Verizon 
Thinkfinity, and the WGBH Teachers Domain resources.  

Many of the interviewees in this group reported using MassONE or MassONE Moodle exclusively for 
professional development and not for other work or in their classrooms with students. On the other 
hand, these users were able to use it successfully for their professional development purposes of file 
sharing and discussion. Several also noted that they liked the increased flexibility of Moodle over the 
main MassONE interface and tools. 

Benefits and aspects appreciated 
The benefits or aspects of MassONE that this group of users liked include: 

• Having resources all in one place, such as forums, lesson planning tools, and other tools 
• Having a central place to store information and resources related to a workshop or course 
• Having access to a wide variety of tools, including the standards, surveys, discussion forums, and 

virtual hard drive 

Challenges or difficulties 
This group of users also identified some challenges in using MassONE specifically: 

• Lesson planning tool is clunky 
• Survey tool is clunky (several noted they use Survey Monkey instead) 
• Interface is older and not very intuitive 
• Setting up forums has to be done by ESE 

Suggestions for improvement 
This group of users had a number of suggestions for improving MassONE and key features that any 
online professional development system should have: 

                                                           
1 By MassONE Moodle, we are referring to the Moodle site that hosted by the Massachusetts Department of 
Elementary and Secondary Education and accessed by first going through the MassONE site. 
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• Modernize interface 
• More interactivity, collaborative space for teachers, social networking for professionals 
• Internal search function 
• Internal message system 
• Easier use of workgroups 
• Wikipages 
• Easier or streamlined registration system rather than current rostering system by district 

MassONE administrator  

Users who Develop and/or Deliver Professional Development on MassONE or 
MassONE Moodle 
WestEd evaluators interviewed individuals involved in developing and delivering professional 
development for Massachusetts educators using MassONE or MassONE Moodle. Some developed and 
facilitated online only courses and some were blended with both online and face-to-face components. 
These individuals do so either as professional development providers for the department or because 
receipt of a grant required the use of MassONE. When working with MassONE as part of a grant, it is 
frequently done in partnership with other districts. The individuals interviewed in this category all had 
experience with other online course management software and frequently commented on MassONE in 
relation to these other programs. Other course management software used by these individuals include 
among others: Angel, Blackboard, Desire to Learn, Moodle, and TeachWell. MassONE is not described by 
professional developers as integrated course management software but rather as a set of tools.  

Strengths of MassONE and MassONE Moodle for professional development 
The fact that Moodle is a free and open source is a draw for many professional developers, districts, and 
schools. However, drawbacks include that there is no help desk, and no developers on staff to fix bugs 
or problems as they arise. Not all professional developers describe Moodle as intuitive and user friendly 
as other software; but some do find it to be among the more user friendly of the tools and more 
intuitive than MassONE.  For the professional developers interviewed, one of the strongest selling points 
in using Moodle for professional development is that many districts have Moodle and thus many 
teachers are familiar with the platform. 

Challenges or weaknesses of MassONE and MassONE Moodle for professional development 
Challenges or weaknesses of MassONE or MassONE Moodle cited by professional developers include:   

• The tool and interface can be clunky. 
• Embedding videos is challenging with Moodle.  It is described as challenging to create media rich 

learning environments in Moodle or MassONE.  
• With both MassONE and MassONE Moodle, the collaborative aspects are missing.  
• The Moodle wiki tools and blogging tools are described as “terrible.”  
• Several professional developers described the MassONE content as “outdated” but found having 

access to the standards useful. 

Desired features and use of a statewide portal for professional development 
Individuals who design professional development for Massachusetts educators using MassONE or 
MassONE Moodle articulated the following desired features and uses as either improvements to 
MassONE or MassONE Moodle, or to be included in any new portal or tool the State plans to use for 
professional development: 
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• Wiki and blog type tools, especially those that might enable the showcasing of student 
work and that allow others to comment, edit, and contribute. 

• Grading or gradebook type tool. 
• Tools that facilitate online mentoring and/or online office hours. 
• Smaller collaborative work spaces within a classroom, so smaller groups of students or 

PD participants can easily share files and work collaboratively. 
• Streamlined, more user friendly discussion tool and additional tools within discussion 

such as private conversations. 
• Analytic tools to see things such as how many posts someone makes to a discussion per 

week. 
• Training for developers on full capabilities of Moodle and/or MassONE. 
• Synchronous features and tools, such as real time chats or synchronous meeting. 

MassONE Student Focus Group Summary 
A focus group with nine student (juniors and seniors) users at a high school in Western Massachusetts 
was held in October 2010. Students reported that in the past year, on average, two of their teachers 
used MassONE.  This section summarizes the focus group.   

How MassONE is used in classes 
• Saving work in progress, for example for ongoing projects. 
• Teachers put up projects or assignments on MassONE for students to access at later time. 
• To turn in projects to teachers in particular classes. 
 
Specific examples:  
• Students in art class save projects to MassONE to continue to work on them over time and at 

different locations (e.g. home and at school). 
• Microsoft Publisher projects in English class. Work in progress is saved on MassONE. Multiple people 

can access it and the work can be accessed from multiple locations. 

Other ways students use MassONE and benefits 
Some students use MassONE in lieu of a USB drive to save their work in progress even if their teachers 
are not using MassONE—this is the My folder function. This allows a student to begin work and continue 
it at different times and places. One student described having her MassONE folder organized by year 
(e.g. freshman, sophomore, junior, senior) and classes within each year. This student noted that using 
MassONE in this way helped her to complete her work on time. Rather than having to re-type a whole 
essay or project when editing, she described saving work to MassONE and working from drafts saved 
there. Features students like or appreciate about MassONE include: 

• They like the file storing and saving. 
• They like being able to access their work anytime and anywhere. 
• They like not having to purchase USB/thumb drives that could get lost or carry viruses. It’s free and 

serves as a good backup.  
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Things students don’t like about MassONE 
• System has failed/gone down a few times.  
• Sometimes too many clicks to get where you need to go. 
• Some things are not obvious enough (e.g., finding the drop box). 
• Can be tricky to use at first, hard to figure out. Too many steps to go through to accomplish a task. 
• Students don’t like the “blind drop box”; students would like a sent folder or permanent 

confirmation message that the file was deposited. 
• Students are unable to send a message to the teacher directly in the system. 

Student perspectives on teacher use of MassONE 
Students would like more teachers to post resources that students could access to use to study. They 
would like teachers to post study guides or outlines, and perhaps put up practice quizzes. One student 
noted, “MassONE makes it easier to study, to have one’s materials handy.” Students reported they are 
on the computer all the time anyways, so it would be natural for them to check the MassONE site. 
Several students noted they “wished [teachers] used [MassONE] more.” 

Other 
Students articulated a clear desire that all students need to know about MassONE sooner, in earlier 
grades, because it can be helpful to their self-organization, study habits, and productivity. One student 
suggested that every freshman student be given a MassONE account automatically. 

Summary of User Identified Challenges Across Interviews and Focus Groups 
Several challenges or roadblocks to using MassONE were articulated among different types of users. 
Some of these challenges and roadblocks lead directly to desired features, and others may be inherent 
to the system. The commonly mentioned challenges include: 

• Rostering students into workgroups each year is a daunting and time consuming task for district 
MassONE administrators, 

• The site interface is clunky and outdated, often requiring many clicks to get to where one needs 
to go,  

• The workgroup organization can be confusing, and selecting the workgroup is a step many users 
frequently forget, 

• Curriculum tools are out-of-date,  
• Lack of message system, including permanent confirmation that a file has been uploaded to 

drop box, 
• Users are not sure what parts of the website they have access to and what is available to them 

that might enhance their teaching, and  
• Survey tool is very basic. 

Teacher users, professional developers, and other stakeholders shared thoughts about features and 
tools they would like to have in MassONE, MassONE Moodle or any system that the state might choose 
to support. Some of the commonly stated elements across different groups of users include: 

• Simplified rostering, perhaps through a MassONE administrators database that is linked to the 
databases with student information, 
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• Web 2.0 functionality, including user friendly wiki tools, 
• More control for the workgroup owner or administrator over such things as setting up forums, 

deleting discussion threads or postings, 
• Not going through ESE MassONE Helpdesk to set up initial forum functionality, 
• Ability to have private or subgroup discussions on MassONE, 
• Internal message system for people in workgroup, 
• Icons or more direct access to workgroup/classes rather than dropdown menu for selecting 

workgroups, and  
• Live chat tool. 

One common theme throughout all interviews is that the MassONE Help desk staff is “phenomenal.” 
The helpdesk is frequently mentioned as being very responsive and always available and willing to solve 
problems. 

Use Cases 
The use cases of desired and current functionality describe some of the challenges discussed above and 
some desired features identified by interviewees, as well as some of the common uses of MassONE. Use 
cases of current MassONE functionality and challenges in using MassONE are presented first, followed 
by use cases of desired functionality from MassONE or a similar system. Appendix A presents diagrams 
that visually illustrate many of the use cases presented below. 

Use Cases of Current Functionality and Related Challenges 
This section presents use cases, or mini-cases, that describe how different users use particular features 
and functionality in MassONE. Challenges and roadblocks in the use are also described.  

Use Case 1: Student use of the “My Folder” storage 
Overview: Student’s use of MassONE’s “My Folder” tool to stay organized as a student and how it 
helped her be successful in school.  Each school year a student organizes her “My Folder” section of 
MassONE into folders and subfolders: a folder for each year, and subfolders for each course she is 
taking. She uses “My Folder” as a storage and organizational device. Even if a teacher is not using 
MassONE for a class, the student uses it to keep herself organized so that she can complete her work in 
a timely manner. She often begins work in school and saves it to “My Folder” to access and complete at 
home, or vice versa, saving a project or other work that she began at home to access the next day at 
school. Without using the “My Folder” as a system to organize and store her work in progress, much of 
her work would have been late because essays would have to be retyped when edited rather than being 
able to go right into a document that is already typed up to make edits there.  

One potential roadblock for using MassONE as a storage device for students is the lack of knowledge of 
this capacity or even the lack of knowledge that MassONE exists if a teacher has not introduced it to 
students. Students may not realize they can make folders and subfolders. It is not an aspect emphasized 
by teachers. 

Actors:  Students who have a MassONE account with a username and password and are rostered in a 
workgroup for their class. 

Steps:  
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1. Student works in some software program (e.g. Word, Excel, or PowerPoint), for example, 
beginning writing a research paper or an essay in English using a word processing software 
program. 

2. On web browsing software, student navigates to MassONE homepage. Student logs into 
MassONE and selects appropriate workgroup from the dropdown menu. 

3. Student selects “My Folder” and then “add file” to upload the file that he/she began earlier. 
4. At a later point and in different location, (e.g. home or school) the students uses a computer to 

access the internet. Student navigates to and logs onto MassONE. From MassONE, student can 
access file(s) saved to “My folder” at an earlier time. 

Use Case 2: Teacher using MassONE for course related discussion group among students 
Overview: One common way that teachers used MassONE is for course-related discussion forums 
among students. Discussion forums are a way for teachers to get students to connect with material 
outside of class time in a way that engages them and hopefully extends their learning. Before beginning 
a new discussion forum for a class, a teacher must send a request to MassONE helpdesk to have a forum 
set up for the particular workgroup that represents his/her class. It’s an added step that many see as 
unnecessary for workgroup owners/administrators. Once a forum is set up, the teacher can post 
discussion questions or threads any time. Many teachers use discussion forums to extend thinking about 
a subject, to stimulate discussion, to read and think about what others have written. Frequently, the 
questions posed require higher order thinking or may require them to relate a reading or topic to their 
own experiences.  

The requirement that forums must be initially set up by the MassONE help desk is seen as a roadblock or 
deterrent by some teachers in using the software. 

Actors:  Teachers using MassONE with students. 

Steps: 

1. Teachers must send a request to the MassONE helpdesk to have the forum tools enabled for a 
particular workgroup.  

2. Once the forums are enabled, the teacher can begin a new thread by clicking on “Post new 
thread.”  Teacher begins a new forum discussion thread with a question, for example, “You’ve 
now read a significant portion of Beowulf, you are asked to describe it a friend. What 
characteristics of it leap out to you beyond events?” 

3. In class, teacher announces a new discussion forum on MassONE to which students are 
expected to post a response to the question and respond to at least one other student’s posting. 
Teacher gives timeline for doing so (e.g. 3 days).  

4. Teacher logs onto MassONE with user name and password.  
5. Teacher selects workgroup for class using drop down menu at top of MassONE screen. 
6. Teacher clicks on “Forums” on left hand side of navigation bar.  
7. Teacher clicks on most recent discussion topic.  
8. Teacher reads and monitors student forum postings and responses.  
9. Teacher logs off of MassONE. 

Use Case 3: Use of drop box by students to submit assignments  
Overview: One of the most frequent uses of MassONE by students is the use of the drop box to submit 
assignments to their teachers. There are three main challenges to submitting assignments this way. The 
first is that the drop box is buried in the VHD section of the workgroup. Students must remember to 
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select the workgroup for the class, and then select the VHD before the drop box becomes visible to 
them. The second challenge is students describe this process as going through “a lot of steps.” The third 
challenge is that while a confirmation message shows on the screen once a file is uploaded to the drop 
box, students would like a permanent record of the file upload, preferable with the file name, date, and 
time of upload. 

Actors: Students who have a MassONE account with a username and password and are rostered in a 
workgroup for their class.  

Basic Flow:  

1. A student first logs onto to his or her MassONE account, then uses the drop down menu to find 
the workgroup for the class.  

2. Using the menu bar on the left hand side of the screen, the student first selects the VHD, then 
within the list of folders in the VHD, finds the virtual drop box. 

3. The student then clicks on the browse button to browse his/her computer to find the right file 
to upload. Once the right file is selected and uploaded, students reported receiving a message 
on screen about the file being uploaded but a desire to have a permanent record or 
confirmation of the upload.  

Use Case 4: Use of drop box by teachers to receive assignments  
Overview: The drop box is also a common use of MassONE by teachers. In one example, an accounting 
teacher discussed how in her class, students complete assignments on the software Quicken. To be able 
to grade the assignments or give feedback, she has to actually manipulate and navigate around the 
electronic files and not just read a printout. Thus, she requires her students to submit assignments via 
the MassONE drop box, rather than having students email her or turn in USB disks.  Teachers report 
liking that many different types of files can be received via the drop box and that they do not have to 
carry stacks of paper back and forth between home and school. They also like having an electronic 
record of students’ work. Challenges for teachers to the drop box include having to individually 
download files, and not being able to return graded files with embedded comments to students via 
MassONE without requiring a printout. 

Actors: Teachers who have set up a virtual drop box under the VHD section of the course workgroup on 
MassONE. 

Basic Flow:  

1. To retrieve the assignments, a teacher logs onto MassONE, selects his/her workgroup, and then 
selects his/her drop box.  

2. The teacher then individually downloads or opens each file for review. 
3. Teacher reviews each document, providing feedback or grades.  

Use Cases of Desired Functionality 
This section presents use cases of functionality that different types of users (e.g. teacher or professional 
development provider) would like to have in MassONE or a similar system. 

Use Case 5: Desired functionality- private messaging in discussion forums 
Overview: Teacher user wants to be able to message students within MassONE, for example to 
comment/respond privately to a “Forum” or discussion post or a teacher wants to message a student 
about an assignment the student submitted through the VHD. 
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Actors: Teacher who uses MassONE with students. 

Basic Flow:  

1. Teacher goes to computer with Internet access. Teacher navigates to the MassONE website and 
logs into his/her account using user name and password. 

2. Teacher selects the “workgroup” for the class of interest from the drop down menu at the top of 
the MassONE page and navigates to the discussion forum. 

3. Teacher composes a private message to a student in response to a posting that the student 
made rather than post on the forum for all students to read. 

Use Case 6: Permanent confirmation that file placed in drop box was received. 
Overview: Students use MassONE in a class. Teacher requests students to use the “drop box” tool to 
submit assignments. Currently, students get a confirmation message that the file has been placed in the 
drop box, but cannot see the file in the drop box. There is no permanent record or confirmation of file 
upload. Students would like a message system or a folder that keeps a record of files uploaded to the 
drop box. 

Actors: Students who have been rostered into MassONE and have user names and passwords. 

Basic Flow: 

1. Student goes to a computer with Internet access and navigates to MassONE homepage and logs 
on to MassONE. 

2. Student selects “workgroup” for class using the drop down menu at the top of the screen. 
3. Student selects the VHD. 
4. Student uploads file into drop box located in the classroom’s VHD. 
5. Student receives confirmation message on screen saying “A file has been uploaded to the 

folder.” 
6. Student would receive a permanent confirmation of file upload. Perhaps in a “sent” box. 

Use Case 7: Live chat function as part of professional development  
Overview: Professional development instructors using MassONE or MassONE Moodle would like to be 
able to incorporate live (real time) chats into courses, in addition to static forums or discussion threads.  

Actors: Instructor and students have access to computer with Internet. Professional development 
instructor and students enrolled in class.  

Basic Flow: 

1. At the appointed time, the instructor logs onto MassONE with user name and passwords and 
navigates to Moodle. 

2. Instructor clicks on an icon for the “live chat” tool. A sidebar on the screen shows who has 
logged into the live chat room. 

3. At the same time, students enrolled in the course log onto MassONE and navigate to the class’s 
Moodle site. 

4. Each individual student who has entered the Moodle course area clicks on the icon for the “live 
chat.” 

5. The instructor begins the live chat by welcoming students and posing a question or making a 
statement and asking students to comment and respond. Students are asked to also respond to 
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comments or questions that other students ask. The instructor may also make comments into 
the chat. 

6. The chat continues for the specified time. A record of the chat can be saved or is archived on the 
course space in Moodle for future reference.  

Use Case 8: Synchronous meetings or virtual classroom space 
Overview: Professional development instructors using MassONE or MassONE Moodle would like to be 
able to incorporate synchronous meetings or virtual classroom space. With synchronous meetings or 
virtual classrooms, educators can engage students in real time concurrent activities and learning. For 
example, an instructor might show slides or other material on the screen and talk through the material. 
The synchronous aspect allows students or professional development participants to ask questions and 
get answers in real time, rather than submitting questions and waiting for a response. It allows a more 
interactive and potentially engaging experience for participants.  

Actors: Professional development instructor and students enrolled in class.  

Basic Flow: 

1. At the appointed time, the instructor and students log onto MassONE with user name and 
passwords and navigate to the course whether in MassONE or MassONE Moodle.  

2. Instructor shares his/her desktop with the students logged into the meeting and uses slides or 
other file type to present material onscreen and verbally. 

3. Students in the course can ask questions online and interact with each other in a synchronous 
chat. 

4. A record of the synchronous chat can be saved or is archived on the course space on MassONE 
or MassONE Moodle for future reference.  

Use Case 9: Gradebook for teacher and student use  
Overview: Teacher desires to have a “Gradebook” feature where a student’s grade on individual 
assignments, tests, and other graded work can be tracked. Ideally, students, and even potentially 
parents, would have access to an individual student’s grade in order for that student to have some 
ownership and responsibility in tracking his/her progress. This type of feature or tool would replace a 
paper gradebook or Excel files commonly used by many teachers. It would give them the portability to 
grade and keep track of grades from any location where they work, such as home, school or even a 
coffee shop.  

Actors: Teachers and potentially students and parents. 

Basic Flow:  

1. In the most basic use, the gradebook would be a place for teachers to track student 
performance on individual assignments. A teacher would set up a “class” on the gradebook 
function, perhaps something like a spreadsheet with a student per row and assignments listed 
as columns.  

2. Teacher tracks students’ grades on assignments throughout the course.  
3. Teacher can produce different reports or export data for use in other situations.  
4. Other potential uses and features of the gradebook would allow students and parents to access 

their grades. Potentially, teachers might be able to be grouped by subject or grades or even into 
school groups for various purposes related to sharing information about common assessments 
or even about students that are common between teachers.  
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Use Case 10: Desired simplified rostering of students into classes 
Overview: A common roadblock and frustration in using MassONE has to do with rostering students into 
classes. District MassONE administrators find the process of rostering students time consuming and 
frustrating. They expressed a desire for a simplified way of getting students connected with their 
teachers and classes. Two potential ways of simplifying rostering were discussed. One would be an 
administrative site that would permit MassONE administrators to have access to student and teacher 
databases for simplified rostering. The second method discussed was to have each class have a separate 
URL and password that students could access directly without having to be rostered into the classroom. 

Actors: District MassONE administrator. 

Basic Flow: At the beginning of a new semester, the district administrator in a high school with several 
teachers using MassONE has to roster or assign students to their classes so that they can access the class 
“workgroup” on MassONE. In an ideal situation, the administrator would have access to student 
names/MassONE identifications to associate with the teacher/workgroup. 

1. District MassONE administrator accesses a secure MassONE database where he/she can manage 
the accounts for his/her district.  

2. In one single database, the administrator can easily identify all students in the district, give them 
a MassONE identification if they do not have one and create new workgroups and move 
students and teachers to multiple work groups. Currently administrators have to access student 
SASIDs in one database and manually roster students into class in another MassONE database. 

Use Case 11: Desired increased control for workgroup “owners”  
Overview: Currently in MassONE before the discussion forum sections of a workgroup’s space can be 
used, the workgroup owner or administrator must send a request to the MassONE Helpdesk. Once the 
forums are created or enabled, then a teacher or workgroup owner or participants can start a discussion 
thread.  In an ideal scenario, a teacher could decide on the spur of the moment that he/she wants to use 
a discussion forum to extend conversation about something in class and simply set one up. Teachers 
would also like to be able to delete postings or even whole message threads. 

Actors: Teacher or workgroup owner. 

Basic Flow:  

1. In a class, the teacher and students are discussing a current event. The class time is almost over, 
but many students still have thoughts and input they want to share. Even though the class has 
never used MassONE discussion forums, the teacher suggests that the discussion be continued 
in a discussion forum on MassONE. She tells the students that between today and the next class 
she wants each student to post at least one thought and comment on at least one other 
student’s posting.  

2. After the class, the teacher logs onto his/her MassONE account and goes to the workgroup for 
the class. In the discussion forums section, he/she sets up a forum for the students to continue 
their discussion of current events.  
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Other State Educational Technology Portals 
Following a web review of technology portals used in other states, WestEd identified six states that 
appeared to have robust statewide instructional technology portals.  Individuals in the six states that 
were identified on the state’s website or on the State Educational Technology Directors Association 
(www.setda.org) were contacted via email and telephone to request an interview. Interviews were 
successfully completed with the individuals responsible for directing educational technology in Alabama, 
Arizona and Indiana. Key features of the portals in each of the six states are presented in Appendix B. 

Among our three interviewees, one had been the Director of Technology Initiatives in his state for 
approximately ten years.  Another interviewee was the Deputy Associate Supervisor for Educational 
Technology and had been in that role for four years. The third is the Director of Learning Technologies 
and has been with the Department of Education for several years.  Each had a long history of working 
with technology.  One shared that having been involved with the start-up of this new portal, a role shift 
had occurred: “[My role] is helping to design and think through new functionality.  A lot of behind the 
scenes work … I spend my time looking for ways to underscore the Department of Education’s 
commitment to the tool.” 

Impetus/Purpose of the statewide portal 
Each interviewee was asked to share the reason the State had decided to create/design/provide a web-
based portal for educators.  The most common reasons cited include: to provide access to student data, 
connections to standards and assessments, and a place for teachers to share and collaborate.  
Interviewees also noted the intent to use the portal for online professional development for teachers.  
These quotations from the interviewees provide examples of the purposes: 

• “To save time for the teachers when searching the Internet; help with finding quality resources 
quickly that are tied to state standards.  A way for the best schools in our state to share their 
great ideas and ways they succeed with lower performing schools in the state.” [Alabama’s 
ALEX.] 

•  “A way to pull together a whole variety of resources around state goals and objectives.  …this 
was built upon the tenets of school improvement.  [System] mainly to provide professional 
development and good curriculum resources for teachers to use to deepen student learning of 
the standards as well as assessment.  Emphasis is on online professional development and 
curriculum resources to support learning.” [Arizona’s IDEAL] 

• “To provide access to student level data for classroom teachers.  To provide a platform for 
collaboration and also a delivery mechanism for curricular designing tools and lesson plan 
sharing.  Those were the three big items we organized everything around … Our philosophy is to 
take away any excuse [for teachers] not to collaborate in Indiana.  [They] can get on Learning 
Connection and have a robust set of collaborative tools and I think that part is something you 
simply can’t get anywhere else.  We saw it as a statewide issue and needed to be solved at that 
level.”  [Indiana’s Learning Connection.] 

 

Background/Origin of portals 
All three state departments of education were highly involved in the design and development of the 
web-based portal; or worked in partnership with another organization to design it.  None of these three 
models were considered “off the shelf,” rather all were specifically designed by and/or for the particular 
state department of education.   

http://www.setda.org/
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• For the development of ALEX, the Alabama DOE partnered with Alabama Super Computer 

Authority, a state network that wrote the programming language behind ALEX.  The State has 
three tools for educators to use for quality digital content: ALEX, the Alabama Virtual Library, 
and Alabama Public Television provides APT-Plus.   

• Originally envisioned by a former superintendent and conceived by his/her top management 
team, IDEAL started out as strictly a data tool and then expanded to include resources.  
Partnering with the Arizona State University and intentionally creating this as an open source 
tool involved several iterations over time.  It was originally rolled out in September of 2005.   

• Indiana began with two systems – Smart Desktop and ICAN.  An RFP was put out for a developer 
to create a new system that would preserve the best features and think broadly about where to 
go. 

 

Intended users 
In each of the three states, the portals were intended primarily to be used by teachers/educators, as 
these quotations from the interviewees indicate: 
 

•  “Mainly for teachers; some links for parents and administrators to project awareness.  Not 
geared to students, but there is some use of it by them if teachers prompt it.” 

• “For teachers, professional development and good curriculum resources for teachers; intended 
as a database, but that hasn’t materialized.”   

• Indiana had just rolled out the portal in February 2010 and indicated they were ahead of 
expectations as already about 35,000 had signed up, representing one of every two teachers in 
Indiana.  There are about 117 parent users, and apparently some schools find it to be too 
challenging to sign up parents because of passwords. 

  

System strengths/Most widely used features 
When asked what the key features were, each state representative responded a bit differently, but all 
mentioned: access to student data; connections to state standards; collaboration space; professional 
development for teachers; teacher resources; lesson plans, and the ability to connect to any school site. 
 
Each interviewee was asked to rate the user-friendliness of their portal.  Two gave them a five and one a 
three.  The portals were described as “easy to log on, don’t need a password, easy to navigate, 
collaborate, and locate resources.”  One stated:  “It’s a little clunky, but it’s navigable and more intuitive 
than some I’ve seen.”  All three states also have and use Moodle. Some strengths and features of each 
portal identified by the interviewees include: 
 

• One site provides a place for teachers to design and share lesson plans; however there is a strict 
juried process for approval of the lesson plans to ensure they are high quality, in-depth and 
according to a prescribed template.   
 

• Another cited a “planning feature for subs” as a popular tool that allows teachers to keep lesson 
plans for subs and reuse them.  Each teacher can create their own website (class website) which 
the public can view.  Easy to connect to any school website; parents and students can access 
data without going through complications of password management.  There is a library to store 
and search for items, content, or materials you or others have published; and lesson plans.  
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Vetting is not done at the DOE level as they want teachers to collaborate.  Teachers can connect 
lesson plans to standards, share access with others, find resources important to a lesson.  There 
is a contacts/communities page which is like a virtual Rolodex.  Message center, inbox, forums, 
file sharing, a ‘what’s new’ section and a profile with the teacher’s information.   

 
• A third site indicated the portal was built on the backbone of School Improvement -- built 

around standards and rubrics for school improvement.  Some of the key features mentioned 
include: Announcements; Thinkfinity/Verizon; Superintendent’s Corner; Learning Resource 
Manager; Apple I-tunes; Formative Assessment Item Bank; Discovery Education Video Package; 
[standardized] test support; Professional Development online catalog course; Collaboration; 
Google apps. 

System weaknesses 
Each of the interviewees was also asked about weaknesses of their portal. Again, responses varied. 
Alabama reported finding funds to continually improve as a challenge.  Arizona’s interviewee noted 
initially there was a challenging log in process where the system selected a user name/password, so it 
was easily forgotten, which led to frustration and loss of users.  The interviewee noted that 
improvements have been made, but the original log on process caused a setback for users. Indiana 
noted the fact that there is limited professional development as a weakness.  Another weakness that the 
interviewee for Indiana noted was that there are no synchronous communication features (e.g., chat) at 
this point. In addition, there is a lack of awareness of the portal among some groups, and lesson plans 
and curriculum designs were still lagging a bit, but steps are being taken to remedy that.   

Awareness 
Interviewees shared that promoting their systems was an important and ongoing task.  Introducing it to 
educators at all major conferences, conducting webinars and podcasts were ways staff bring 
teacher/educator awareness to the portal.   
 
Indiana shared their intent was for teachers to only use what would enhance their teaching and not to 
see Learning Connection as something they must use, noting for example:  “School districts already have 
technology that does pieces and parts of what Learning Connection does.  We encourage schools that 
this is not a replacement, but a complement.  Each school district needs to grapple with what to use and 
[create] a plan for using it.”  The Indiana interviewee went on to say, “We took the view that people 
who aren’t using the system fall into one of two camps – they don’t know about it or they don’t see the 
value in it.  Both of those end up being our problem.  So we are getting the word out; it’s hard, hard 
work.  Even though we control communication channels from department to schools, still a number of 
people don’t know about Learning Connection.  We tell people when we do presentations, webinars, 
and so forth. We don’t use any accounts that we don’t need.  [We] only expect you to use what adds 
value to you as an educator.” 

Training 
Two sites revealed doing extensive training for teachers, educators and administrators and one noted 
that training was also a means of building awareness about the tool and gaining buy-in and extending 
use. For example: 

 
“Training is a constant ... [you’re] never finished.  It goes hand in hand with building awareness 
and promoting it. Presentations/sessions with superintendents and teachers; webinars.  ALEX 
uses a variety of delivery methods including podcasts.”   
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“There is a statewide instructional technology group funded through my department.  Regional 
trainers … [They do] lots of presentations at conferences; some online professional 
development, but not real high quality yet.  We need to do more webinars; teachers are more 
apt to do those than a longer course.” 

 
One site had a different philosophy and approach to training.  Indiana currently provides no formal 
training for their portal, though, admittedly, some teachers would like it. Some quotations from 
interviewees about training and professional development provide some context:  
 

“Teachers are instructed to use the tutorial, but still call with questions.  Our intent was to help 
people understand we wanted them to use the Learning Connection to enhance something they 
want to do, or allow them to do something – not just to learn how it works.”   

 
“[for training] we have people on the road for Title IID and they are good will ambassadors for 
the Learning Connection as well.  We rely on them to do trainings and awareness sessions.  
Training gets to be very expensive.  We’ve gotten a lot for the money we’ve invested on the 
training side – but more of a ‘just in time’ approach.  We try to be real measured about the 
amount of face to face [training] we do.” 

Recommendations and advice for other states 
Each interviewee would recommend their portal; one (Alabama’s ALEX system) has received awards  
Alabama’s advice to other states working on portals:  “Don’t try to have one website do it all.  Target 
website to needs, i.e., ALEX is for the world with everything free and no subscription costs; ALEX is tied 
to state standards with juried lesson plans; the Alabama Virtual Library and APT-Plus are paid 
subscriptions available to only Alabama citizens; these are kept separated for ease of use, but teachers 
can use all three.” 
 
Arizona encourages having a clear plan in place with clear roles and responsibilities. Their advice is: 
“Have a well-conceived plan in mind; a vision for what you want it to be.  A clear scope of work for 
whoever does it for you – clear understanding of chain of command.  Make sure you don’t make it hard 
for a teacher to get on it; keep the registration process simple.  Offer frequent webinar type professional 
development and training; ensure support groups – statewide or local – are supportive.” 
 
Indiana’s advice is:  “The time you spend on ‘usability’ is time well spent; but don’t think it’s going to 
(resolve all issues) … there isn’t really an intuitive system, just some are more [intuitive] than others.  
Had a team of 40 educators (Learning Connection Fellows) over the summer, brought in face to face, 
following usability protocols, and creating use cases, the Fellows certified they could navigate the site 
even with all that effort, people say it’s hard to use; too many clicks.  Data is contradictory:  some say 
‘this is the most confusing thing I’ve ever used’; the next message is just the opposite: ‘it’s good and 
going in the right direction.’”
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Reflections and Recommendations 
MassONE, as a portal for educators to collaborate, engage in professional development, and use with 
students, has many features that educators across the state value. MassONE has stayed relatively static 
in its offerings, except for the recent addition of Moodle for professional development that was required 
for those receiving Title II Technology Grants. At the same time, the landscape of educational technology 
has changed dramatically in the past 3-5 years. The tools that were innovative that MassONE brought to 
educators for free now face competition from commercial and open-source tools and programs. A 
frequently heard comment is that “You can do X (e.g., have a personal workspace, collaborate, host a 
discussion forum) with MassONE but Y (e.g., Moodle, Blackboard, Google Apps, iTunesU) does it better.” 
Educators and their students are used to interactive uses of web-based technology- from wikis to social 
networking, known as Web 2.0 features. Compared to these, MassONE is described as clunky and 
outdated.  

Individuals interviewed for this evaluation, including teachers, professional developers, and staff at the 
ESE appear to believe there is a need for some kind of virtual instructional portal for use with students 
and as a community of educators, for example, to share curriculum resources and materials, but 
whether this tool should be MassONE or something else, is a question that remains. Before a major 
investment in MassONE or a decision to end a portal because so many tools are available for free on the 
Internet, the ESE needs to carefully consider the vision, purpose, and commitment to a state-wide portal 
for educators. It is important to ask what is the added-value of MassONE or some other system, 
compared to what is already available for free on the internet. MassONE currently tries to be all things 
to educators. It is used for professional development, for educators to collaborate, for educators to 
develop lesson plans, for educators to use with students, and even for students to use. It is worth 
considering whether having more than one state-supported portal with clearer purposes and goals 
would help to meet the goals. It will also be important to get input from different types of users in 
vetting other possible products. Another important consideration in making a decision about the future 
of MassONE is the important role that online professional development and resources will play in 
implementing the state’s Race to the Top grant. Online professional development for educators plays a 
key part in the state’s plan to develop great teachers and leaders. For example, the state’s Race to the 
Top applications cites plans to provide online professional development for ESL certification, online 
mentor training, online courses for the effective use of data, and online training for teachers and others 
in the new teacher evaluation system. If these plans come to fruition, the online professional 
development system will need to be robust and user-friendly, as well as capable of including features 
such as video and even perhaps chats and synchronous meetings. If MassONE continues to be the 
product promoted by the ESE for online professional development, a significant revamping will be 
necessary. Whether MassONE is revamped or a new product is adopted/developed, careful planning will 
be required to ensure the roll out is smooth and well coordinated. To expand its usage, the ESE will need 
to think about how to capture the attention of those who currently use other products, and those who 
had negative experiences with the early version of MassONE. 
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Appendix: Features of Six Other State Portals 
 

 
Alabama  Arizona                                                                                           Indiana 

State website accessed ALEX system http://alex.state.al.us/  https://www.ideal.azed.gov/p/  and 
http://www.ade.state.az.us/administra
tion/superintendent/IDEALbrochure.pd
f  

https://learningconnection.doe.in.gov/Logi
n.aspx?ret=/default.aspx 

Publicly accessible content Several areas under Alexville can not 
be accessed without a username or 
password.  All other areas of the site 
are accessible by anyone. 

The site only gives an overview of 
features.  Features cannot be accessed 
without a username or password.  All 
information is gathered from videos on 
the site detailing different sections. 

Most of the site can only be accessed with 
a username and password.  Most of the 
information collected is off of the chart 
under features that lists the features for 
both types of accounts (there are 2: basic 
and school/corporation level) 

Online courses for students No No No 

Professional development for 
teachers 

Yes-Under the professional learning 
tab, there are links to pages on 
Leadership and Evaluation, English 
Language Learners, Library Media, 
Special Education, Response to 
Instruction and Distance Learning.  
These pages take you to sites that list 
professional development 
opportunities for those specific 
categories as well as other resources.  
Professional Learning also contains 
grant opportunities and training for 
ALEX.  There are professional learning 
community courses under Alexville 
which include, creating podcasts, 
creating lesson plans, hands on 

Yes-According to a professional 
development tab, when teachers sign 
in to the webpage, there is an option 
on the left to view  professional 
development opportunities and a PD 
course catalog.  On the main page, 
there was also a link to register for 
winter PD which teachers could access. 

Limited mostly to awareness sessions 
conducted in face-to-face settings and 
through regular webinars. 

http://alex.state.al.us/
http://www.ade.state.az.us/administration/superintendent/IDEALbrochure.pdf
http://www.ade.state.az.us/administration/superintendent/IDEALbrochure.pdf
http://www.ade.state.az.us/administration/superintendent/IDEALbrochure.pdf
https://learningconnection.doe.in.gov/Login.aspx?ret=/default.aspx
https://learningconnection.doe.in.gov/Login.aspx?ret=/default.aspx
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activities to integrate technology into 
classroom and a space for the ALEX 
advisory council. 

Resources for students Yes-Under Courses of Study, students 
may search for courses of study by 
grade level.  This provides students 
with links to educational websites 
related to that grade level and course 
of study.   Also, under Podcast 
Treasury, there are podcasts on topics 
various school topics categorized by 
courses of study that students may find 
useful.  Also, under Web Resources is a 
link to web resources that students 
might find helpful.  For example, under 
Foreign Language, there is a link to an 
online translator. 

Yes-Under the home edition tab 
students can access a list of web 
resources based on their grade level. 

No 

Resources for parents Everything on ALEX is available for 
parents but there is not a specific 
section for parents. 

Yes- Under the home edition tab there 
is a section for parents that include tips 
for getting students to study at home, 
homework resources, information 
about learning styles strategies, testing 
and curriculum and information on 
college including financial aid. 

Yes, but only under the school/corporation 
account.  The school/corporation account 
offers: access school or corporation 
information; access to class information, 
assignments, announcements; and class 
documents and reports on student 
achievement. 
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Resources for teachers Yes- The site has several pertinent 
sections for teachers.  In Course of 
Study, teachers may use the search 
function to search for courses of study 
by grade level which will provide lesson 
plans for those courses of study.  
Teachers can also search for pre-made 
lesson plans or use a template to make 
a lesson plan under the category 
"Lesson Plan.”  There are also web 
resources specifically for teachers 
under the web resources section.  
Another category, Alexville, contains 
several sites for teachers including a 
page  to sign up for teacher oriented 
listservs 

Yes- According to the curriculum 
resource tab, there is an option for 
teachers to view pre-developed lesson 
plans, search for curriculum resources 
based on grades,  and materials 
aligned to the state testing. 

Yes-The site offers teachers links to 
resources for aligning classroom instruction 
and assessment to Indiana's Academic 
Standards, as well as resources for the 
Indiana DOE's academic standard for 
students. 

Personal workspace for teachers, 
students or others 

Yes-There is a section called personal 
workspace for teachers to access 

Yes-There is a section called personal 
workspace for teachers when they are 
logged in.  They can change email 
addresses, enter blog entries, adding 
professional interests, and join interest 
groups. 

Yes-There are workspaces for teachers to 
upload documents, links, and participate in 
online discussions in addition to a class 
workspace.  

Collaboration tools for teachers 
or students to work together 

No No Yes-The class workspace allows teachers to 
post class assignments, activities or 
lessons; post class discussion topics; and 
upload homework websites. 

Messaging- e.g. ability to send 
messages or email internal to the 
system 

Unknown Unknown Yes-There is an option for teachers to email 
other teachers across the state. 
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Interactive features Yes-There are podcasts that teachers 
can view.  Some of the links in 
professional learning, for courses of 
study such as Library media, take 
teachers to pages that have videos and 
PowerPoint presentations related to 
the course.   

Yes-There are blogs that teachers can 
access on the site and use to post their 
ideas. There is an iTunesU that 
teachers may use to access podcasts. 

Online groups can be formed by any 
educator on the system.  These groups 
have access to an array of collaboration 
features including forums, announcements 
etc. 

Curriculum resources Yes-There are examples of pre-
developed lesson plans available on 
the site as well as a template to make a 
lesson plan. 

Yes-There is a section for teachers on 
formative assessment and lesson plans 
that are aligned to state testing under 
curriculum review.  There are also 
sample AIMS tests available on the site 
for teachers, parents or students to 
access. 

Yes-Teachers can access growth model 
data and curriculum maps as well as digital 
content. 

Itunes U Yes - There is an iTunesU where 
teachers can download educational 
content. 

Yes-There is an iTunesU where 
teachers can download educational 
content including presentations and 
performances, lesson plans, and 
lectures and demonstrations. 

No 

School improvement tools Yes-There are samples of lessons plans 
and links to resources to and teaching 
tools (in professional learning).  There 
are also podcasts available that touch 
on improving teaching practices such 
as "School improvement overview-
requirements.” 

Yes-There is a section labeled school 
improvement for teachers.  There is 
access to the Arizona school 
improvement plan and standards and 
rubric tool feature.   

Yes-There is a section on the site that 
tracks class and student achievement.  
There is also a section to record 
grades/assess learning.   Both are features 
listed on the site, but details are not given. 

Other There are list groups that teachers can 
join to collaborate with others. 

There are list groups that teachers can 
join to collaborate with others.  
Teachers can also post blogs. 

There are list groups that teachers can join 
to collaborate with others.  They can also 
create communities to interact with other 
teachers. 
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Tennessee Iowa New York 

State website accessed http://www.tnelc.org/  http://www.iowaaeaonline.org/  http://eservices.nysed.gov/vls/welcome.do  

Publicly accessible 
content 

All of the site can be accessed except for 
the podcasts, which teachers must 
subscribe to. 

The site contains links that require a 
username and password in order to use the 
various resources. 

All of the site can be accessed except for 
access to the NY library resources. 

Online courses for 
students 

No No No 

Professional 
development for teachers 

Yes-There is a link to register for 
professional development on the site.  
There were only two things listed at the 
time: Effective Instructional Practices for 
Enhanced Student Achievement and the 
2011 division of career and college 
readiness conference. 

Yes-The website offers access to the DE 
streaming Professional Development and 
the EBSCO Professional Development 
Collection.  Teachers can also join the DEN 
(Discovery Educator Network) to learn 
about more professional development 
opportunities. 

No 

http://www.tnelc.org/
http://www.iowaaeaonline.org/
http://eservices.nysed.gov/vls/welcome.do
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Resources for students No Yes-The site offers students access to a 
variety of resources including magazine 
articles, newspapers, software such as 
iclipart, and other resources that students 
may use when researching materials for 
school projects. 

No 

Resources for parents No Yes-Parents have access to the same 
resources as students. 

No 

Resources for teachers Yes-The site offers podcasts on a wide 
variety of topics such as effective practice 
series, coordinated school heath, and 
various projects such as Project CENTS.  
There is also a page that offers links to 
curriculum resources for different areas of 
study including school counseling, world 
language and social studies. 

Yes-The site offers teachers access to less 
plan materials, encyclopedias and other 
reference materials, access to software 
programs, and materials to help integrate 
the resources available into the classroom. 

Yes-This site offers teachers access to test 
samples based on course of study and 
grade, links to organizations associated with 
that course of study and information on 
standards for each course of study. 

Personal workspace for 
teachers, students or 
others 

No No  No 

Collaboration tools for 
teachers or students to 
work together 

No No No 

Messaging- e.g. ability to 
send messages or email 
internal to the system 

No No No 
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Interactive features Yes-The site contains many podcasts that 
teachers can download and view. 

No No 

Curriculum resources Yes-There are videos on effective practices 
for different courses of study,  podcast on 
the TN Value Added Assessment System 
and links to curriculum resources such as 
information on course specific standards 
and course of study frameworks. 

No Yes-The site provides teachers with access 
to state standards for student' 
performance.  Some courses of study such 
as English Language Arts, had links to 
frameworks and resources on how to close 
the learning gap. 

Itunes U Yes-There is a large collection of podcasts 
available.  Topics include standards aligned 
podcasts, curriculum podcasts, and training 
resources. 

No No 

School improvement 
tools 

Yes-There are several videos that discuss 
about effective teaching practices and 
standards aligned podcasts that teachers 
can view. 

Unknown Yes-There are several sections that offer 
samples of state assessments for that 
particular course of study and they also 
contain links to that particular course of 
study's standards page. 

Other There was no personal workspace for 
teachers and no area for collaboration seen 
on the site. 

The Discovery Educator Network (DEN) is a 
global community of educators passionate 
about teaching with digital media, sharing 
resources, collaborating and learning 
together.-From the DEN website 

No 


